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The PAMELA and Fermi measurements of the cosmic-ray electron and positron spectra have
generated much interest over the past two years, because they are consistent with a significant
component of the electron and positron fluxes between 20 GeV and 1 TeV being produced through
dark matter annihilation or decay. However, since the measurements are also consistent with astro-
physical interpretations, the message is unclear. In this paper, we point out that dark matter can
have a more distinct signal in cosmic rays, that of a charge asymmetry. Such charge asymmetry can
result if the dark matter’s abundance is due to a relic asymmetry, allowing its decay to generate an
asymmetry in positrons and electrons. This is analogous to the baryon asymmetry, where decaying
neutrons produce electrons and not positrons. We explore benchmark scenarios where the dark mat-
ter decays into a leptophilic charged Higgs boson or electroweak gauge bosons. These models have
observable signals in gamma rays and neutrinos, which can be tested by Fermi and IceCube. The
most powerful test will be at AMS-02, given its ability to distinguish electron and positron charge
above 100 GeV. Specifically, an asymmetry favoring positrons typically predicts a larger positron
ratio and a harder (softer) high energy spectrum for positrons (electrons) than charge symmetric
sources. We end with a brief discussion on how such scenarios differ from the leading astrophysical
explanations.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The consistent observations of dark matter (DM) on a
wide range of scales have made DM a cornerstone of the
standard cosmological model. Yet to this day, its funda-
mental origin remains a mystery. There is hope that this
will change soon. For WIMP (weakly interacting mas-
sive particle) dark matter, signals are expected at col-
liders and also direct and indirect detection experiments
[1]. However, confirmation of such signals is not straight-
forward. This is best demonstrated by indirect detection
experiments, where observations of dark matter-like sig-
nals in antiparticles, neutrinos, and gamma rays may be
instead due to astrophysical sources. In fact, even though
PAMELA and Fermi have observed excesses in positrons
and electrons that are consistent with a DM interpreta-
tion, the conclusion is unclear since there are competing
astrophysical explanations. For this reason, it is worth
considering a broader range of dark matter signals to de-
termine if dark matter can have distinctive characteris-
tics when compared to astrophysical hypotheses. In this
paper we discuss one specific example, which we believe
merits further investigation.
As has been discussed in numerous papers, the
positrons and electrons observed by PAMELA [2], Fermi
[3], and HESS [4, 5] are consistent with dark matter sce-
narios requiring unconventional dynamics. The Fermi
and HESS electron spectra point to heavy dark matter
with a mass mχ & 1 TeV. This, coupled with the rise in
the positron fraction measured by PAMELA, has gener-
ated the most interest in two broad classes of dark mat-
ter. The first class has annihilating dark matter with
an annihilation cross section O(100 − 1000) times larger
than the relic abundance expectation [6, 7]. This has
motivated new dynamics to achieve such high cross sec-
tions, for e.g. Sommerfeld enhancement through a light
mediator [8]. The second class, decaying dark matter,
requires dark matter decay lifetimes longer than the age
of the universe, of order 1026 seconds (for some of the
earliest references see [9–12]). Despite the difference in
the underlying dynamics, the two scenarios can give the
same electron and positron signals, provided the annihi-
lation products of the first class are the same as the decay
products of the second class. Neutrino and gamma-ray
fluxes, which are sensitive to the difference between DM
density (decay) and DM density squared (annihilation),
have potentially more discriminating power.
Many astrophysical explanations of the electron ex-
cesses have also been proposed. The most prominent
are pulsar explanations [13, 14], but other mechanisms
exist, including secondary positrons and electrons pro-
duced in the acceleration mechanism of supernovae rem-
nants [15, 16], and local inhomogeneities in supernovae
remnants [17]. Given the uncertainties in the modeling,
these sources can provide adequate fits to the positron
and electron excesses. There is hope to distinguish a
dark matter explanation from these astrophysical expla-
nations by looking for additional signals in neutrinos and
gamma rays, given the additional directional information
available in these signals. However, even using gamma
rays to distinguish between dark matter decays and anni-
hilations has been brought into question [18], so it is not
clear whether these would provide concrete conclusions.
Also, in some dark matter models, the gamma-ray and
neutrino signals may not give observable rates, making
it difficult to give a correlated confirmation.
2In this paper, we consider a relatively unexplored pos-
sibility in the dark matter signal, that of charge asym-
metry [69]. Such charge asymmetry gives a potential
discriminant against the astrophysical alternatives. For
instance, pulsars are expected to produce equal contri-
butions of electrons and positrons with no appreciable
charge asymmetry, while a charge asymmetry can occur
naturally in the context of dark matter decays. In par-
ticular, dark matter that acquires its abundance due to
a relic asymmetry can have decays that produce charge
asymmetries. An example of this occurs in the baryon
sector, where neutron beta decay produces electrons but
no positrons. Such a signal has not yet been considered
for dark matter. Annihilations occur in a charge neutral
state and thus cannot produce charge asymmetries with-
out violation of charge conjugation (C) symmetry. So far,
most decaying models have not considered the required
dark matter asymmetry (or a significant C asymmetry
in the decay). In this paper, we present six benchmark
models of charge asymmetric dark matter. We discuss
the distinguishing signals of charge asymmetry and how
they might be probed at future experiments.
II. ANALYSIS
As pointed out before (see e.g. [19, 20]), dark mat-
ter with a relic asymmetry can naturally have TeV scale
masses, due to an exponential suppression of the asym-
metry. A well known example is a technibaryon that
has electroweak constituents, so that sphalerons transfer
an asymmetry between technibaryons and baryons. In
this case, the relic asymmetry of technibaryons (TB) is
related to baryons (B) by [19]
TB ∼ B e−mTB/Tsphaleron ,
where Tsphlaeron is the freeze out temperature of
sphalerons, which is expected to be O(100) GeV, allow-
ing masses mTB ∼ TeV with the correct dark matter
relic abundance. Thus, sphalerons, and more generally
any other asymmetry transferring process which decou-
ples at the weak scale, can naturally accommodate TeV
scale asymmetric dark matter. Furthermore, in many
cases, the surviving dark matter has baryon minus lep-
ton number equal to one, leading to a large class of mod-
els in which dark matter has the quantum numbers of
an antilepton, which naturally leads to more positrons
than electrons. Thus, asymmetric dark matter seems to
have the generic ingredients for a charge asymmetry that
can explain the electron/positron data. Asymmetric dark
matter has a long history (see [19, 21–23]) and has had
a recent surge in interest due to the models described in
[24]. For discussion of TeV mass asymmetric dark mat-
ter, see [25–27], and for work on the indirect detection
signals of asymmetric dark matter, see [28–31].
We now turn to a set of benchmark models to illus-
trate the potential signals, leaving detailed explorations
of models and other extensions to future work. We con-
sider the case of a dark matter fermion χ, which is not
equal to its own antiparticle χ¯. Our assumption is that
this sector has an asymmetry such that, after DM – anti-
DM annihilations in the early universe, essentially only
χ’s exist today. We assume that χ has antilepton num-
ber, giving rise to the well-motivated decays
χ → X− (µ+, τ+),
(1)
χ → X0 ν¯.
We only consider decays to µ and τ , because decays to
electrons give a peaked structure in the electron spectrum
not seen in the Fermi and HESS data. The signals for
our scenarios depend on the choice of the particles X .
In the standard model, the options are X− = W− and
X0 = Z0, h0. The benchmarks in this case are
i) W−ℓ+ decays only, (2)
ii) W−ℓ+, Z0ν¯, h0ν¯ with branching ratios 2:1:1. (3)
Case ii) reflects decays similar to a right-handed neu-
trino. We find that the antiproton constraint from
PAMELA [32] is in tension with these two cases (see the
discussion in Section III), thus we consider a variant that
is, by construction, safer [70]. In particular, we look at
the scenario
iii) χ→ H−ℓ+ where H− → τ−ν¯, (4)
i.e. where H− is a leptophilic charged Higgs dominantly
decaying to taus. Such a Higgs sector has already
been discussed in the context of explaining PAMELA’s
positron fraction [33], but without considering a charge
asymmetry. Note that this benchmark is an optimistic
case which will lead to a larger charge asymmetry. We
discuss some of the model building issues for these bench-
marks in the appendix, leaving for future work their full
realization in a complete theory.
For our benchmark models, we set the mass of the
charged Higgs H− to be 150 GeV and of the dark matter
χ to be 3.5 (7.0) TeV for muon (tau) decays. The χ mass
is chosen to give an electron spectrum that agrees with
the high energy softening seen at Fermi [3] and HESS
[4, 5]. The signals are only weakly dependent on the
charged Higgs mass, as long as it is not comparable to
the mass of χ.
In Figure 1, we show the local dark matter contri-
bution to the ratio of fluxes Φe+/Φe− after cosmic ray
propagation [71], demonstrating that the charge asym-
metry can be significant. Due to the hard antileptons
produced in the decays of Eqns. 2-4, the ratio increases
as a function of energy. In general, the muon models have
larger charge asymmetries than the tau models, while the
charged Higgs decays have a larger asymmetry than the
electroweak gauge boson decays. Accordingly, the muon
models will have more distinctive consequences due to the
enhanced charge asymmetry. In a recent paper [34], new
sources of electrons and positrons with constant charge
asymmetry were discussed and constrained by “cosmic
sum rules.” However, only extreme asymmetries were dis-
favored, which our models avoid in the relevant energies
below 100 GeV.
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FIG. 1: The local dark matter contribution to the ratio of
fluxes Φ
e+/Φe− for all of the benchmark models. The inset
figure shows a zoomed out plot for the H−µ+ model.
We fit to the Fermi and HESS electron+positron data
and PAMELA positron fraction data for all six models
and show the resulting spectra in Figure 2 (muon models)
and Figure 3 (tau models). For comparison, we include
the charge symmetric models, χ→ (µ+µ−, τ+τ−). Typ-
ically in charge symmetric decaying dark matter scenar-
ios, PAMELA requires a shorter lifetime than Fermi. As
can be seen in the figures, the charge asymmetry resolves
this normalization inconsistency between PAMELA and
Fermi. If the asymmetry favors positrons over electrons,
we see that there is a consistent dark matter signal which
gives good fits to both data sets. The figures also demon-
strate that an asymmetry can lead to a larger positron
fraction at high energies, after fitting to the Fermi and
HESS spectra. A smoking-gun signal for a new, charge
asymmetric source would exist if the positron fraction
were to exceed 1/2. Unfortunately, for the benchmark
models we consider this value is not quite reached. How-
ever, it could occur in other models. As a final comment,
although the visually striking differences in the positron
fraction occur at high energies (& 100 GeV), the dif-
ferences at low energy are large enough that improved
measurements in this energy range could help distinguish
these scenarios.
Of course, there is more information to be gained by
looking at the electron and positron spectra separately.
As shown in Figure 4 (muons) and Figure 5 (taus), the
electron and positron spectra can give additional evi-
dence that the source of electrons and positrons is charge
asymmetric. Included is PAMELA’s electron spectra
[35], based on three-and-a-half years of data, which has
been normalized to be consistent with the Fermi elec-
tronic data. A charge asymmetry favoring positrons gives
rise to an electron spectrum that is considerably softer
at high energies than that of a charge symmetric sce-
nario. For the muon channels we consider, the behavior
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FIG. 2: The fits for electrons+positrons (top) and the
positron fraction (bottom) for the muon models and a charge
symmetric case χ → µ+µ−.
of the electron spectrum (see the top of Figure 4) be-
tween 100 and 400 GeV can be described by a power law,
dN/dE ∝ E−α, with α ≈ 3.10 for the charge symmetric
case and α ' 3.19 for the charge asymmetric cases. The
differences in the electron spectra for the tau channels
are less pronounced (see the top of Figure 5). Between
100 and 400 GeV, the charge symmetric case has power
law behavior with α ≈ 3.09, while the charge asymmetric
cases have α ' 3.16.
The differences in the positron spectra at high energy
are not as straightforward. For the muon channels (see
bottom of Figure 4), the power law behavior between 100
and 300 GeV is described by α / 2.21 for the charged
Higgs decay channel and the W−µ+ only channel. How-
ever, both the charge asymmetric W−µ+, Z0ν¯, h0ν¯ (with
branching ratios 2:1:1) channel and the charge symmet-
ric µ+µ− decay channel have α ≈ 2.29 between 100 and
300 GeV. Although these two channels have very similar
power law behaviors above 100 GeV, their low energy be-
haviors are quite different; between 10 GeV and 20 GeV
theW−µ+, Z0ν¯, h0ν¯ channel has α ≈ 3.03 and the µ+µ−
channel has α ≈ 3.23.
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FIG. 3: The fits for electrons+positrons (top) and the
positron fraction (bottom) for the tau models and a charge
symmetric case χ → τ+τ−.
The situation is much the same for the tau channels at
high energies (see Figure 5), though here it is the charged
Higgs and the symmetric decay channels that have simi-
lar power law behaviors for positrons above 100 GeV; the
W−µ+ only andW−µ+, Z0ν¯, h0ν¯ channels are noticeably
softer. The H+τ− channel and charge symmetric τ+τ−
channel are not only similar at high energies, but also
at low energies (10-20 GeV) with α ≈ 3.12 (H+τ−) and
α ≈ 3.17 (τ+τ−).
Distinguishing these behaviors in the electron and
positron spectra naturally relies on charge discrimina-
tion. As can be seen in the figures, PAMELA’s electron
data [35], which go up to 625 GeV, have only a slight pref-
erence for charge asymmetry, but do not have sufficient
statistics above 100 GeV to convincingly differentiate the
scenarios. AMS-02, which was just recently launched,
is projected [36] to be capable of precisely probing the
positron fraction as well as the electron and positron
spectra in an energy range ∼ 10 − 800 GeV, enabling
the features described to be tested.
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FIG. 4: The electron (top) and positron (bottom) spectra for
the asymmetric muon models and a charge symmetric case
χ → µ+µ−. The electron spectrum data are the recently
released data from PAMELA [35] normalized to be consistent
with the Fermi electronic data. The behavior of the electron
spectrum for energies 100-400 GeV for the charge symmetric
model (solid red line) is dN/dE ∝ E−3.10. For the charge
asymmetric models introduced here, the power law behavior
is noticeably softer.
III. CONSTRAINTS AND ADDITIONAL
SIGNALS
Charge asymmetric dark matter decay models have ad-
ditional signals and constraints. In particular, gamma-
ray data from Fermi can place strong constraints on DM
decays [37–39]. For one, the extragalactic isotropic com-
ponent as measured by Fermi [40] is a potential con-
straint. In Figure 6 we show the dark matter contri-
bution to the isotropic gamma-ray flux for the H−µ+
model, along with the Fermi observation; we see that they
are consistent. Unlike other decay modes, adding the
smallest galactic component, i.e. that from the Galac-
tic anticenter, to the extragalactic contribution is still al-
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FIG. 5: The electron (top) and positron (bottom) spectra
for the asymmetric tau models and a charge symmetric case
χ → τ+τ−. The electron spectrum data are the recently
released data from PAMELA [35] normalized to be consistent
with the Fermi electronic data. The behavior of the electron
spectrum for energies 100-400 GeV for the charge symmetric
model (solid red line) is dN/dE ∝ E−3.09. For the charge
asymmetric models introduced here, the behavior is dN/dE ∝
E−3.16.
lowed [38]. For the other benchmarks, the constraints are
tighter. For the W−µ+ and H−τ+ models, the gamma
ray spectra is consistent if the minimal galactic compo-
nent is not added; with the galactic contribution added,
the W−µ+ models are ruled out and the H−τ+ is about
1σ high on the last data point. Finally, the W−τ+ mod-
els are ruled out considering only the extragalactic com-
ponent alone. These issues suggest that as Fermi accu-
mulates data above 100 GeV for their isotropic measure-
ment, they should be sensitive to (or further exclude)
these scenarios.
Gamma-ray flux limits from galaxy clusters are also a
potential constraint [41]. As shown in [42], clusters like
Fornax can place significant bounds on decaying dark
matter. In this case, the charge asymmetry actually helps
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FIG. 6: The isotropic gamma-ray flux as measured by the
Fermi-LAT shown along with the H−µ+ model’s Galactic an-
ticenter + extragalactic contribution (solid), and extragalac-
tic contribution alone (dashed).
relax these constraints. The strongest flux limits for the
clusters are in the 1-10 GeV range [41]. Gamma rays in
this energy range arise due to inverse Compton scattering
between the cosmic microwave background and the & 500
GeV electrons and positrons injected by dark matter de-
cay. Due to the charge asymmetry, for the same dark
matter lifetime, there are roughly half as many high en-
ergy e− + e+ for the charge asymmetric model as com-
pared to the symmetric model. For example, in the de-
cay χ → H−µ+ there is only one energetic antimuon
produced, while in χ → µ+µ− both an energetic muon
and antimuon are produced. Thus, in the relevant range,
the limits are weakened by about 50%. Reproducing the
analyses in [41, 42], we find that the models are not ruled
out by more than a factor of 1.57 by Fornax (the most
constraining cluster), which is still within the uncertainty
of total dark matter mass determinations of Fornax [42].
It is also worth pointing out that these benchmarks pre-
dict a larger rate for high energy gamma rays (due to pho-
tons produced in tau decays), which are not constrained
at the moment. Thus, future Fermi gamma-ray observa-
tions of clusters could see some indications of gamma rays
in the 1-10 GeV range and potentially at higher energy.
Neutrinos are another possible source of constraints
and future signals for asymmetric dark matter mod-
els. In particular, χ → X0ν¯ decays give a distinctive,
monochromatic antineutrino signal. Similar to the charge
asymmetry, there is also an asymmetry between neutri-
nos and antineutrinos in these models, which through
charged current interactions produces a charge asymme-
try in their products. Such distinctions, for example in
muon and antimuon fluxes, would be hard to detect at
neutrino telescopes [72] due to the small deflection in
the Earth’s magnetic field. For all of these signals, we
find from recent analyses [43–45] that the limits from
Super-K and AMANDA are not sensitive to the lifetime
of the benchmark model. However, future analyses at
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FIG. 7: The antiproton-to-proton flux ratio Φp¯/Φp for the
W−ℓ+ and W−ℓ+, Z0ν¯, h0ν¯ (2:1:1) decay channels. The
PAMELA data for the ratio are shown with 2σ error bars.
ANTARES [46] and IceCube [47] should be at least sen-
sitive to this model at 90% CL.
The PAMELA measurements of the antiproton flux
and antiproton-to-proton flux ratio up to 180 GeV [32]
place constraints on any dark matter model with an-
tiprotons as decay products. Because we consider charge
asymmetric decays in which only oneW or Z boson is cre-
ated in each decay, rather than two as is the case in charge
symmetric DM decays, our models have half the antipro-
ton production of conventional dark matter decay models
with the same DM lifetime. Moreover, the asymmetry in
the positron and electron fluxes (with the relative en-
hancement in the positrons) allows for the Fermi and
PAMELA electron/positron data to be fit with a smaller
dark matter decay rate. These differences are enough
to prevent our models from being ruled out by the cur-
rent antiproton constraints, unlike conventional DM de-
cay modes. For the DM lifetimes needed to fit the Fermi
and PAMELA electron/positron data as shown in Fig-
ures 2 and 3, the W−µ+, W−τ+, and W−µ+, Z0ν¯, h0ν¯
(2:1:1) modes are consistent at the 2σ level, while the
W−τ+, Z0ν¯, h0ν¯ (2:1:1) mode is mildly inconsistent with
the two highest energy data points at the 2σ level. See
Figure 7.
As discussed in [33], leptophilic Higgs sectors require
Higgs masses lower than 200 GeV to avoid antiprotons
fromW,Z decays, hence they can be pair produced at the
LHC with cross sections larger than 10 fb and searched
for in H0H0 → 4τ , H0H+ → 3τν, and H+H− → 2τν
events. They can also be singly produced via gluon fusion
and vector boson fusion. However, they have typically
smaller rates than the Standard Model Higgs due to their
reduced contributions to the top and W,Z masses. For
more discussion on the collider probes of leptophilic Higgs
sectors, see [48–52].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
While current experimental results are inconclusive
about the presence of a high energy charge asymmet-
ric source in the positron/electron data, future measure-
ments with improved charge discrimination will further
test this possibility. In particular, PAMELA continues
to collect data and will measure the positron and an-
tiproton fractions with improved statistics and at ener-
gies above those of their current data points. AMS-02
plans to measure the positron and antiproton spectra up
to several hundred GeV. As argued, better measurement
of the positron and electron spectra (at both high and
low energies) will be crucial in determining if there is
a significant charge asymmetry in the local electron and
positron spectra. If a significant asymmetry exists, it will
be in substantial tension with the pulsar interpretation
[13, 14], since pulsars give charge symmetric injection. In
addition, for nearby pulsars, the pulsar explanation is al-
ready being tested by Fermi limits on electron/positron
anisotropies [53]. Furthermore, if the positron fraction
continues to rise above 100 GeV, the local supernovae in-
homogeneity scenario will be disfavored, since it predicts
the fraction to drop above 100 GeV [17]. This would
leave the possible explanation of secondaries produced
in the acceleration shock [15, 16] (it should be noted
that a recent analysis [54] finds that the secondary pro-
duction is smaller than needed to explain the positron
fraction). This scenario predicts two additional, distinct
phenomena. It predicts that the ratios of secondaries-to-
primaries, such as antiprotons-to-protons and Boron-to-
Carbon, rise at higher energies [55–57], while the dark
matter scenario can only potentially give a rise in the
antiproton fraction. The acceleration shock scenario also
predicts an injection of positrons and electrons of the
same shape, which might be discernible given enough
statistics. Furthermore, although this does not occur in
our benchmark models, the dark matter charge asym-
metry can in principle be large enough that the positron
fraction will asymptote above 1/2 at high energies, which
would not only rule out most astrophysical explanations,
but dark matter annihilation scenarios as well.
It is important to remember that the physics of the
dark sector can yield unexpected surprises. In this paper,
we demonstrated that in a scenario where the abundance
of dark matter is due to a relic asymmetry, dark mat-
ter decays can give distinguishing new signals at indirect
detection experiments, manifested by a charge asymme-
try. We provided six particularly simple examples in our
benchmark models and note that there is much room for
further exploration of the possibilities. As we discussed,
charge asymmetric decay models will be probed in the
next few years at indirect detection experiments. In ad-
dition, depending on the particle content of the model,
they can also be tested at collider experiments like the
LHC. Thus, there is great potential in combining exper-
iments in order to unravel the mysteries of such a dark
sector.
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V. APPENDIX: MODEL BUILDING
DISCUSSION
Our starting point for the model building is a theory
described by the following Lagrangian
L = Ladm + Ldecay , (5)
which separates into two pieces. The first piece, Ladm,
contains all of the dynamics required to transfer an asym-
metry to dark matter and the annihilation which depletes
the symmetric component. The second piece, Ldecay, de-
scribes the interaction mediating the dark matter decay,
which is what is relevant for the indirection detection sig-
nals. In the following, we focus on Ldecay. Given that
it involves extremely weak couplings (for a dark matter
lifetime of 1026 seconds), its effects can be considered
separately from Ladm.
As stated earlier, we assume that the dark matter has
antilepton number. Dark matter that couples to the Z
boson is ruled out by direct detection, so we assume that
it is a singlet under the Standard Model gauge groups.
Then, we have for benchmark ii) of Eqn. 3 (in two com-
ponent notation)
Ldecay = y(H
†L)χ+ y(L†H)χ , (6)
which couples the dark matter to the Higgs and lepton
doublet, just like a right-handed neutrino. Given the
high mass of the dark matter, the equivalence theorem
predicts that the branching ratios of χ are as in Eq. 3,
where the L in the coupling determines if the antilepton
produced is a muon or tau. If instead, the Higgs dou-
blet is a leptophilic Higgs, it decays into H0ν¯, A0ν¯, H−ℓ+
in the branching ratio 1:1:2 with the motivated decays
(H0, A0) → τ τ¯ and H− → τ ν¯. We do not consider the
indirect detection signals of such a scenario in detail in
this paper, but it presumably would give charge asym-
metries somewhat intermediate between the benchmarks
i) and ii) of Eqns. 2 and 3.
If we consider dark matter transforming nontrivially
under the Standard Model with nonzero hypercharge,
then we notice an interesting tension between direct de-
tection limits and charge asymmetry. In particular, Z
boson exchange is ruled out by several orders of magni-
tude due to limits from direct detection experiments, for
example from CDMS [58], XENON100 [59], and EDEL-
WEISS [60]. A commonly used dynamical technique to
avoid such limits is to introduce a splitting so that the
Z exchange is inelastic (for e.g. see [61, 62]). However,
such inelastic splittings, which need to be & 100 keV to
avoid the limits, are usually generated by terms violating
the dark matter number U(1) symmetry. For a violating
mass term of this size, the dark matter will have oscillated
back into an equal distribution of dark and anti-dark
matter before dark matter annihilations decouple, leav-
ing only a symmetric component at late times [28, 29].
Thus, these terms would remove any charge asymmetric
signals from present decays. Such a tension makes the
straightforward approach of realizing benchmark i) and
iii) via the coupling
Lno good = y(H
†χc)ec + y(χc †H)ec (7)
(where the dark matter transforms like the Higgs under
SU(2)L × U(1)Y ) unviable.
Adding one additional particle fixes this issue. In par-
ticular, the dark matter can be taken to be a triplet with
zero hypercharge, which has no Z boson exchange at
tree level and is safe from direct detection limits [63–
65]. Adding a Higgs triplet φ with hypercharge of one,
we can write (for benchmarks i) and iii))
Ldecay = y(φ
†χc)ec + y(χc †φ)ec
(8)
+ µHTφH + µH†φ∗H∗ ,
where the last two terms (after electroweak symmetry
breaking) mix the φ particle with minus one charge with
the charged component of the Higgs, giving it the same
decay channel. Thus, depending on whether this Higgs is
leptophilic or not, it would generate the decays of bench-
mark i) or iii).
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